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Schools continue to teach “classic literature.” What makes a work of literature classic is 
that it addresses timeless truths — themes that have enduring qualities.  For example, the works 
of Charles Dickens often deal with the themes of poverty and social class issues, issues that still 
plague us today.

I enjoy quotes that come from classic literature or any source for that matter.  I think 
quotes are brief messages that can inspire and guide us.

The Book of Proverbs is a book written around 980 BC.  It is a book written to give 
guidance and wisdom especially to the young but also to people of all ages.  The proverbs 
address many different aspects of life.  It is believed that many of the proverbs were written by a 
king named Solomon though a few others are also ascribed authorship.  Regardless of who wrote 
it, I think the authors had something very specific in mind:  social media!

Alright, so nothing like FaceStone or Instapapyrus existed back then but because it is 
classic literature, I feel like many of the proverbs apply to what goes on in the world of social 
media these days.

I’ve listed below many proverbs that, when considered in the context of social media, 
would provide some great guidelines.  If you know anyone who is a frequent user of social 
media, like a teenager in your home, perhaps a posting near where social media is used can lead 
to a kinder, gentler cyber world.

Gossip existed in the ancient world, but now, it spreads much faster!
• The words of gossip are like choice morsels; they go down to the inmost part.
• A gossip goes around telling secrets, so don’t hang around with chatterers.
• Fire goes out without wood, and quarrels disappear when gossip stops.

It’s easy to jump to conclusions before we have the facts:
• In a lawsuit (or social media post) the first to speak seems right, until someone comes forward 

and cross-examines.
• Like one who grabs a stray dog by the ears is someone who rushes into a quarrel not their own.
• Do not answer a fool according to his folly, or you yourself will be just like him.
• Spouting off before listening to the facts is both shameful and foolish.

Even in the ancient world, fools were problematic:
• As a dog returns to its vomit, so a fool repeats his foolishness.
• Fools find no pleasure in understanding but delight in airing their own opinions.
• Even fools are thought wise when they keep silent;  with their mouths shut, they seem 

intelligent.
• As charcoal to embers and as coal to fire, so is a quarrelsome person for kindling strife.
•  Though you grind a fool in a mortar, grinding them like grain with a pestle, you will not 

remove their folly from them.

Some good advice for a social media presence:
•  The lips of the wise give good advice; the heart of a fool has none too give.
•  A gentle answer deflects anger, but harsh words make tempers flare.
•  Mockers can get a whole town agitated, but the wise will calm anger.
•  Don’t answer the foolish argument of fools, or you will become as foolish as they are.
• The wise won’t make a show of their knowledge, but fools broadcast their foolishness.
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• Intelligent people are always ready to learn.  Their ears are open for knowledge

And one last proverb that has nothing to do with social media but I like it:
The glory of the young is their strength; the gray hair of experience is the splendor of the old.


